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Pastor Keith Hammond has written dozens of faith-based and inspirational books that provide
practical and purposeful pathways for growth and maturity in many areas of life. His books are
featured on the shelves in his Christian bookstore/cafe Books ‘N Tea. Now, he’s extending his
reach by taking his ministry to the next level with the planned opening of a new church.
Gospel and Grace Christian Church plans to open its doors in the 3rd Quarter of 2014 for
worship services, but intends to hold Bible studies and ministry classes long before then.
“There are people without food, clothing, shelter, employment, and other basic essentials.
I’ve been in many of these situations and more, so my heart is filled with compassion.
Before you can concentrate on a relationship with God practical needs must be addressed.”
A Pastor, Author, Speaker, Teacher, he uses his past as a platform to train people how to
overcome obstacles to their growth.
His first ministry, a marriage that is still going strong after 30 years, he has a plethora of
personal, professional, and practical experiences to pick from. His wife, Annie, retired in
December 2013 after 20 years in leadership with a nonprofit as teacher and director. She
holds multiple degrees and certifications; is a licensed Evangelist; and has 15 years leadership
experience serving others in church and ministry.
“The past 18 years I’ve spent training for this moment. I served in leadership under two
pastors; attended multiple seminaries; currently pursuing a Doctorate in Organizational
Leadership; spent time in hospitals, nursing homes, prisons, and other places that laid
the groundwork for Gospel and Grace Christian Church.”
Dozens of the author’s podcasts are on YouTube and iTunes under ‘Pastor Keith Hammond’.
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